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ABSTRACT

The use of a power wheelchair allows to maintain mobility by providing better access to daily activities and thus positive impact on the quality of life. However, driving a power wheelchair is a complex task, particularly within an environment consisting of negative obstacles (e.g., steps, sidewalk edges). In this context, falling accidents can occur while driving a power wheelchair on a sidewalk. Therefore, driving assistance is required to prevent falling from dropping curbs. In order to meet these expectations, we here propose a semi-autonomous shared control framework assisting the user while driving on a sidewalk. We present simulations as well as an experiment carried out with our system embedded on a standard wheelchair. In both cases, our method allows progressive velocity adaptation when approaching a curb edge resulting in the wheelchair avoiding the risk of falling. The obtained results thus provide a proof of concept of our method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Some people with motor disabilities may benefit from the use of a power wheelchair to increase their mobility and independence. However, the use of motorized mobility devices can lead to risks for others, oneself or the property [1].

In this context, many research teams are involved in the development of solutions to assist in the driving of electric wheelchairs. Indeed, driving assistance can be provided in the form of autonomous [2-3] or semi-autonomous [4-5] assistance but are so far restricted to indoor use because they do not provide assistance with respect to negative obstacles.

However, negative obstacles constitute major physical barriers for safe power wheelchair driving. Indeed, a study in the form of regular users interviews, carers emphasized the difficulties encountered with curbsides [6]. In this context, driving assistance in outdoor environments would be expected to provide more safety while driving in an environment consisting of negative obstacles. Indeed, recent studies highlight the benefits of using motorized mobility devices in outdoor activities on user’s self-esteem and sense of independence by providing easier access to outdoor activities thus maintaining daily-life activities and social interactions [7-8].

In the robotics field, few methods have been proposed for assisting robots navigation in an environment consisting of negative obstacles [9-10] typically based on detection relying on stereo vision or expensive sensors such as laser rangefinders. Moreover, these solutions generally represent the presence of obstacles in an occupancy grid and are based on the definition of local environmental maps requiring odometry as well as high computational load.

In the field of power wheelchair navigation, only a few studies have focused on the detection of negative obstacles. Although they use low-cost sensors and low-computational cost methods, the solutions presented in [11] and [12] stop the power wheelchair when a drop-off (e.g., curbside) is detected.

A detection of the edges of obstacles via stereo vision measurement is proposed in [13] but this method has important limitations such as the absence of detection of certain sidewalk edges as well as false detections. In addition, the few proposed method only provide detection with no semi-autonomous or autonomous control law to assist the user while navigating with the wheelchair by another means than stopping when a drop-off is detected.

In this article, we present a low-cost semi-autonomous wheelchair control solution for assisting wheelchair navigation on a sidewalk. The proposed method is based on the same mathematical principle as the approach presented in [14] which application has been until now restricted to indoor navigation assistance as the detection of negative obstacles was not ensured yet. This method has been tested and validated by wheelchair regular users within clinical trials which have been conducted within the Pôle Saint Hélier rehabilitation center in Rennes [14, 16]. In this paper, we propose to apply this principle to navigation on a sidewalk by considering detected drop-offs as virtual positive obstacles in the horizontal plane thus leading the wheelchair to progressively correct its trajectory to avoid the curbside the same way it avoids colliding with a wall. The control law is based on a reactive sensor-based servoing method which does not rely on the definition of a local map of the environment.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the method for detecting negative obstacles. Section III presents the wheelchair velocity control method. The simulations of the proposed method are presented in Section IV. Finally, an experiment with a standard power wheelchair conducted in the UCL PAMELA facility is presented and commented on in Section V.
2. CURB DETECTION METHOD

In order to detect negative obstacles around the power wheelchair, we use distance sensors mounted on the wheelchair frame oriented towards the floor. Here, as the idea is to provide a proof of concept of the proposed method, the distance to the floor measured by each sensor is used to calculate the distance to the curbside in the horizontal plane. With such a detection, the wheelchair will avoid approaching a curbside the same way it already avoids to collide with a wall, thus bringing us back to the same configuration as in [14].

As shown in Fig. 1,
- let \( d_i \) be the distance measured by the sensor \( s_i \),
- let \( h_{sj} \) be the sensor \( s_i \) height from ground,
- let \( \varphi_i \) be the orientation of the sensor with respect to the vertical,
- let \( h_{in} \) be the height of the negative obstacle,
- let \( h_{ip} \) be the height of the positive obstacle,
- let \( H_{in} = h_{xj} + h_{in} \) the sensor \( s_i \) height from negative obstacle level,
- \( H_{ip} = h_{xj} - h_{ip} \) the sensor \( s_i \) height from positive obstacle level.

The detection is such that we can distinguish 3 cases:
1) if we define hip as the minimum height of a positive obstacle we observe, then we detect a positive obstacle when
\[
d_i = h_{p} \leq h_{p} = H_{p}
\]
then, the distance to the obstacle is defined as \( x_i = d_i \sin(\varphi_i) \).

2) if we define \( h_{in} \) as the minimum height of a negative obstacle we observe, then we detect a negative obstacle when
\[
d_i = d_{in} = h_{xj} + h_{in} \cos(\varphi_i) = \frac{h_{in}}{\cos(\varphi_i)}
\]
then, the distance to the obstacle is defined as \( x_i = h_{xj} \cos(\varphi_i) \).

3) as long as the distance \( d_i \) measured by the sensor \( s_i \) is such that \( d_{in} < d_i \), \( d_i > d_{in} \), we can consider that there is no obstacle to detect. Then, the distance to the obstacle is defined as \( x_i = x_m \) where \( x_m \) is the maximum distance which a sensor can measure.

This detection method necessitates an extrinsic calibration of the sensors. Indeed, we use the sensor position information in our calculations.

3. SENSOR-BASED SERVING FRAMEWORK

In a previous paper, we presented a semi-autonomous approach providing adaptive assistance in the form of an intuitive obstacle avoidance [14]. So far, we applied this method to indoor navigation only as we did not detect negative obstacles. Here, although the method relies on the same principles, we detail the calculation of the allowed and forbidden areas defined from sensor constraints in the wheelchair velocity domain. In particular, we emphasize the calculations for the case of corner sensors for which the geometric configuration allows us to estimate the orientation of the detected obstacle. This additional information allows the shared control scheme to achieve more comfortable trajectory corrections while approaching an obstacle.

The modeling is given in previous work [14]. We can define an interaction matrix \( L_{si} \) for each sensor \( s_i \) such that
\[
\dot{x}_i = L_{si} v_i
\]
The interaction matrix \( L_{si} \) which is defined in [15], is such that
\[
L_{si} = [-1 \ \tan(\alpha_i) \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ x_i \tan(\alpha_i)]
\]
where \( \alpha_i \) is the angle formed by the sensor \( s_i \) x-axis and the perpendicular to the detected obstacle (Fig. 2).

From the distance measured by the sensor \( s_i \), we are not able to determine the orientation of the obstacle. Therefore, we assume that the obstacle detected by the sensor \( s_i \) is perpendicular to the sensor x-axis. Then, we approximate \( \alpha_i \) 0 for the computation of the interaction matrix \( L_{si} \). This leads to
\[
L_{si} = [-1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0] \quad (3)
\]
To avoid collisions with obstacles, we constrain the distance \( x_i \) measured by the sensor \( s_i \) by a minimum value \( \lambda e_{s_i} \) with \( \lambda > 0 \). We then get
\[
L_{si} T_r u - \lambda e_{s_i} \quad (4)
\]

Based on the modelling given in [14], we find
\[
A_i u B_i \quad (5)
\]
with \( A_i L_{si} T_r = [-\alpha_i - b_i] \) and \( B_i = -\lambda e_{s_i} \). This defines a half-plane in the wheelchair velocity domain as shown on Fig. 2.
4. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we present the results of a simulation we performed as a first step to develop our curb-following solution.

4.1. Simulation conditions

As a part of our research activities, we developed a simulator for assisted power wheelchair driving. This simulator has been designed with Unity3D and consists of a Virtual Environment in which we operate a virtual robotized wheelchair equipped with virtual distance sensors. The simulator is presented in more details in [17].

The virtual wheelchair (Fig. 3b) is here equipped with a total of 12 distance sensors placed at each corner of the virtual wheelchair (Fig. 3a). The virtual environment is displayed on a computer screen as it is only used to demonstrate the properties of the curb-following solution.

4.2. Simulation results

As shown on Fig. 4, it consists of a L-shaped 15 cm height, 1.2 m wide and 5 m long sidewalk with a right turn at its end.

As shown on Fig. 5, the wheelchair starts from the beginning, no negative obstacle is detected thus the wheelchair is going towards the curb. Then, when the curb is detected, the linear velocity progressively decreases and the rotational velocity is modified in order to follow the curb. When the wheelchair drives parallel to the curb, the linear velocity increases as there is no danger to fall from the curb. The rotational velocity is maintained to zero as long as the wheelchair is detecting the curb on its right. Then, when the wheelchair arrives at the point where there is 90° turn to the right, it turns right and stops when it detects the drop-off at the end of the sidewalk in front of it.

5. EXPERIMENT

5.1 Experimental setup

We developed and tested our solution on a commercially available Typhoon II power wheelchair from Invacare. We had previously modified Invacare's DX controller to intercept the user input and adjust the control signals before sending them to the motors, allowing us to implement and test various shared
control algorithms on the platform [5]. The algorithm itself runs on an embedded Beagle-Bone Black.

For the detection, we used Time-of-Flight (ToF) VL53L0X laser-ranging sensors from STMicroelectronics. Unlike conventional infrared sensors, these sensors are low-cost and provide accurate distance measurement whatever the target reflectance and can measure absolute distances up to 2 meters with a field of view of 25 degrees.

Our detection method necessitates an extrinsic calibration of the sensors as we use the sensor position information in our distance calculations. Here, we rigidly attached the detection modules to the wheelchair frame thus ensuring a fixed position of the sensors.

5.2 Experimental results

An example of results obtained from a trial on the sidewalk within the PAMELA facility is shown on Fig. 6. For each trial, we used the same initial conditions as during the simulations: the wheelchair starts parallel to the curb at the beginning of the sidewalk.

![Figure 6. Experiment results: linear and angular user input (blue) and shared control output (red) velocities](image)

6. DISCUSSION

As shown on Fig. 6, the user first applies a rotational velocity to the wheelchair towards the curb. As long as no drop-off is detected by our system, the user rotational velocity input is directly applied to the wheelchair. Then, when a drop-off is detected, the rotational velocity is set to zero in order to avoid from falling down the curb. After that, the user maintains his input for a moment and then starts to move forward while keeping a constant rotational velocity input. The shared control rotational velocity output is then maintained to zero while the user linear velocity input is directly applied to the wheelchair as there is no risk of falling from the curb while driving forward. We can notice that at the end of the experiment, the linear velocity is abruptly set to zero while the rotational velocity is being directly applied to the wheelchair. This happened several time as the floor was irregular with gaps between the modules thus leading to false detections making the wheelchair to stop.

The experiment we performed within the PAMELA facility allowed us to assess the performances of our curb-following solution while embedded on a real wheelchair. Although we encountered false detections due to the floor irregularities, we were able to validate our detection method and to avoid from falling from the curb while driving. These results bring a proof of concept of our curb-following solution for assisted power wheelchair driving.

7. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented a generic shared control wheelchair navigation assistance solution to assist power wheelchair driving on a sidewalk. While the control law is based on the same principle as the power wheelchair collision avoidance assistance solution presented in [14], here the proposed innovative approach is based on a different detection method. Indeed, rather than detecting distances to obstacles, the proposed system measures distance with sensors oriented towards the floor. From these measurements, the distance from the wheelchair to the curb side is determined. These constraints are merged with user's input to provide a smooth and progressive shared control by means of a velocity adaptation applied to the wheelchair when approaching a curb edge. The behaviour of the system in simulation as well as embedded on a standard power wheelchair gives a proof of concept of our method. Future works will address navigation assistance on slopes and ramps by calculating a dedicated interaction matrix for each sensor which would incorporate the local floor orientation. By doing so, we hope to expand the assistance possibilities of our method to complete outdoor navigation assistance. The method presented in this article is independent of the type of sensor used and has a low computationnal cost, thus meeting smart power wheelchair solution design requirements.
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